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Malachi IV. 5, 6.

" Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of
*' the great and dreadful day of the Lord : and he shall turn the heart

*' of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the children to their
*

' fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse.

"

The season of the Christian year through which we are

passing leads our thoughts to the subject of the Saviour's

Advent ; whilst the Collect, in which the Church guides

the devotions of her children during the week, points us no

less clearly to the consideration of the Christian Ministry,

as one of the agencies for the preparation of the world for

that stupendous event.

The text seems to link the two subjects in one ; to

present to our notice the human ministry, in its aspect of

making ready a people prepared for the Lord. Such is the

fitness of the Church's arrangement of the Christian seasons,

that they present no incompatibility with the ordinary

events of life : on the contrary, they lend themselves with

wonderful readiness to every-day occurrences, and frequently

help rather than hinder us, in the observance of such



special occasions as the present. If we follow the leading

of the sacred year, we shall usually find that, so far from

being misled, we have rather chosen a very valuable

guide : for every passing circumstance, every cherished

anniversary, may catch a fresh light, as it is brought

into relation with one or other of the great truths of our

holy Faith.

The first literal fulfilment of the prophecy of our text

was accomplished in the person of John Baptist. " If ye

will receive it, this is Elias, which was for to come." Such

is the witness of our Blessed Lord to His great fore-runner.

The Old Testament closes with the promise of the text

—

" Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet " : the New

Testament introduces, as its first prominent character, S.

John the Baptist. He is always regarded as the link

between the old Covenant and the new ; belonging not

wholly to either, yet partaking of the genius and of the

privileges of both. His office was unique. There were

many prophets, many priests, many kings, many Apostles

;

yet only one Baptist : the greatest among those born of

women, up to his day
;

yet less than the least of the

Christian brotherhood :—gathering up in himself all the

gifts and excellences of the Jewish prophetic office
;
yet

falling short of the glorious position assured to the humblest

child of the new Covenant.

The office of S. John the Baptist was to bridge over a

chasm ; to join together the old and the new : to turn the

heart of the fathers of the old dispensation to the children
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of the new ; the heart of the children of the new dispensa-

tion, to the fathers of the old. He is thus in Scripture a

typical character ; and " Elijah " in person, or in spirit and

power, is a recognized mediator between the past and the

future, the old and the new.

The Christian Ministry, representing, as it does, the

whole body in its relation to God, is thus the sphere in

which we should naturally look for the concentration of all

such spiritual forces as work in the Body at large ; but the

old proverb—"like people, like priest"—reminds us that

we must not confine the " spirit of Elias " to those who are

his appointed successors in their official capacity. The

mantle of Elijah may fall on other shoulders as well as those

of Elisha.

In all great forward movements, there is a demand for

that which is represented by ^'Elijah." It may be an

actual person, as in the case of John the Baptist—or, as is

more common, it may be but the expression of a spirit

which is spread abroad through a section of the community;

but wherever the old and the new are to be amalgamated,

—

wherever there is to be progress and not revolution,

—

there

must be " the Spirit and Power of Ehas ;
" there must be the

large-minded, self-forgetful man ; the man strong in action,

plain of speech : daring, on the one hand, to confront

monarchs, to expose hypocrisies, to denounce and sweep

away abuses ; and yet, on the other hand, proclaiming

himself a foe to all license and lawlessness : preaching to

those who are apt to become the ready instruments of



disorder, that they should " do violence to no man," and

" be content with" their "wages."

The application of the thought to subjects of the day is

obvious. We live in a time when the most searching

enquiry is being made into every existing institution. No
claim of authority may pass unchallenged : no amount of

uiQXQ prestige, though of the growth of centuries, can suffice

to ensure the stability of any institution or any custom

which the spirit of the age has decreed to be an abuse.

The old is perpetually passing into the new; and the conflict

is fearful,—the strain almost more than can be borne. It

is a mere common-place, to point to national estrangements

and suspicions ; to the strife of party against party, of class

against class, of capital and labour, of vested interests and

much-needed reforms.

Would that the ancient Church of Christ, which still

rears her head amid the storms, might become more and

more imbued with the " spirit and power of Elias ! " God

grant to her in large measure the spirit of fearlessness, self-

denial, and sobriety, that she may prove equal to the

occasion—of blending the Old and New, and thus be the

means of averting from the earth the threatened " curse
!

"

But alas ! when we look upon the Church throughout

the world, do we not see that there also, the Old and the

New are in danger of being most bitterly and most fatally

sundered ? Where is the " Elijah " who shall turn the

heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the



children to their fathers, within the Church herself? The

broad lines which sever East from West,—Roman from

Anglican,—Anglican from Non-conformist, are still drawn

in all their ominous distinctness; and we wait in awful

suspense to see whether " the spirit of Elijah " shall prevail,

or whether the " curse " shall fall upon the earth :—the curse

of a Church which, in consequence of her hopeless divisions,

has failed in her mission to convince the world of the

Divine nature of her Head : the curse of a world that has

cast off its God !

And to come to our own branch of that Church :

—

what a strain is felt, as the Old is passing into the New

!

What a gap, between the " fathers " of the old Evangelical

movement, and the " children " of the Catholic revival

!

Perhaps, when these two mighty forces have expended their

glorious influence—the one, upon the individual souls, and

the other, upon the corporate life of the faithful,—there may

still be a sphere of action for that spirit of large-hearted

charity and tolerance which honourably, though by no

means exclusively, distinguishes those who are commonly

known as " Broad Churchmen." Do not our controversies

and our law-suits bear witness that there is still scope for

the exercise of the office of Elijah the prophet ?

" New wine must be put into new bottles." The simile

is one sanctioned by Divine authority ; used by our Blessed

Lord Himself, to illustrate the principles upon which the

transition from Old to New must be effected. A spirit

alike fearless and devoted is needed, to provide vessels for
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the new wine, which is manifestly too powerful for the old

bottles to contain with safety. If the spirit of Elijah do

not spread amongst us, it is to be feared that the " curse
"

will indeed fall;—the curse, it may be, of a government

that shall acknowledge no God,—the curse of a fresh

schism in the already distracted Church of Christ.

But does not the Service of to-day, with all its deep

interest for us Carthusians, find some illustration from the

subject of our text? Surely it does. It seems to me that

the Old and the New,—the Past and the Present,—yes,

and even the budding promise of the Future, are in a

peculiar manner wrapped up in the associations which

gather round "Sutton's Hospital."

We trace its history back into the dim past, by means of

that unfailing guide, nomenclature. We find the earliest

Carthusians, under the leadership of the good Bruno,

planting themselves down amidst the bare mountains of

Grenoble, in a spot already sanctified by the name of

" God's seat." It was a foundation characteristic of the

days in which it originated. The highest and best aspira-

tions of those times found expression in the dedication of

property to God, and of self to the life of the recluse. The

very language of the day which has come down to us tells,

all too plainly, that the cloister was the only place where a

man or woman could earn the title of " Religious." The

great Hugh of Lincoln, himself the first Prior of the first

Carthusian foundation in England, was bound to enter



a monastery ; because no otherwise could he, though an

ordained priest, keep himself " unspotted from the world."

The order grew and flourished; it was transported to

England ; and, in one of its branches, found a home in this

place. In our name of " Carthusian " then, and in the

sacred spot on which we are gathered together for worship,

we have strong, unbroken links with the Past, and with

what was noblest and best in the old system of things.

The old is perfectly represented in the history of our

" Domus."

And if S. Bruno and his monks were high types of the

mediaeval worthies, what shall we say of him who inaugu-

rated the new era in the history of Charter-house ? When

the ascetic life of the middle ages passed into the open

healthy religion of the Reformation period,—a religion

which, with all its faults, was not content to rule in a

cloister, but bent itself to sanctify the throne, the counting-

house and the hearth,—what more noble example can be

found of that typical era than the wealthy, large-hearted,

God-fearing merchant, Thomas Sutton ? A worthy repre-

sentative indeed, of the new style ! It was his, to bridge

over—within his own sphere—the chasm between the old

and the 7161^; to turn the heart of the fathers to their

children, and the heart of the children to their fathers ; to

help, in his measure, to avert the " curse " from falling upon

his countr>^ :—the curse of a generation trained in ignorance

—the curse of poor men uncared for and neglected, in the

midst of abundant wealth.
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Very instructive is it, to observe the careful wisdom with

which he endeavoured to adjust the past and the then

present era :—so much in his plan recalling, even to this

day, that which was then passing away ; so much that was

of the dawning period, reaching forward into the dim

future. His was no niggard hand, that clutched the bag

until death was relaxing his hold, and then flung it uith his

last pulse into the treasury of God ! His was no offering

wrung from him on a bed of death, through a superstitious

desire of appeasing an offended Deity, or of atoning for a

mis-spent life. No ; he would not offer unto God what

cost him nothing. "While life and strength remained, he

bent all his faculties, natural and acquired, to make his

gift the more worthy of the God to whom it was offered.

His excellent business habits, his knowledge of human

nature, his experience of life, his sense of the needs of the

age,—all were brought to bear upon the disposal of the

trust which he recognized as having been committed to him

by God.

The very conception of his charity too, was, so to speak,

an unconscious parable of the work which he was doing on

a larger scale : the correlation of age and youth— the two

branches of his great design—seems to shadow forth, in the

words of our text, that which he was in reality helping to

accompHsh :— turning the heart of the fathers to their

children, and the heart of the children to their fathers,

and thus proving in his generation a worthy anti-type of

Elijah the prophet.
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And now, once more, in our own times, that spirit of

change which, as we have seen, is affecting so powerfully

the Church and the World, has influenced in a marked

manner the fortunes of Charter-house. (You will pardon

me, my brethren, if, as a Carthusian who has not had the

privilege of attending these gatherings during the last seven

years—I should tread upon ground which has been traversed

somewhat frequently of late.) We have been mtnesses of

—many of us, sharers in—the greatest change which has

passed over our " Domus," since its foundation, as a

Hospital and a School, by Thomas Sutton.

It is impossible that such a change should be brought

about, without something of a conflict between the old and

the new. It would have argued but ill for Charter-house,

if her sons had not felt keenly—I might say, bitterly—the

prospect of the changes, in site and in constitution, which

have now become accomplished facts. Verily, to carry out

such a reform, advantageously to the institution—to carry

it out, without a hopeless breach between the old and the

new,—between the fathers and the children,—must have

required, in some measure at least, that spirit of combined

fearlessness and tenderness, which we have recognized as

the distinguishing note of Elijah and of John the Baptist,

I speak somewhat at hazard, and ^^athout the accurate

knowledge possessed by many of those whom I am address-

ing ; but it seems to me that a loyal endeavour was made,

not to break off" unnecessarily from old traditions. The

spirit of the noble founder has been present in those to
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whom his charity was for the time entrusted. \Miile

they have endeavoured, with unusual boldness, to prepare

" new bottles " for the " new wine,"—to adapt the institu-

tion for which they were responsible to the requirements

of the age,—they have surely not been unmindful of the

vast importance of cementing the union of fathers and

children.

As we visit our new home, in its situation of unsurpassed

loveliness,—are we not surrounded by old friends with new

faces ? The enduring stone, and the transient human voice,

alike enshrine for us the names of men, of places, of things,

which were as household words to us, in this our old

habitation.

But that which, as it seems to me, tends above all else

to bind together old and new, is this annual meeting, in the

scene of so many associations. How it turns the heart of

the old Carthusians to the young,—the hearts of the young

Carthusians to the old ! How directly it tends to foster and

to promote that hearty fellowship which, in a right cause, is

such a powerful element for good ! How it tends to re-knit

the old friendships, dating back to the day when the heart

was fresh and generous, unsoiled with the turmoil and dust

of the world ! How it draws us out for a time from the

selfish isolation into which we are apt to sink, even in the

midst of the busiest city and in the most restless age of the

world !

The world has her fresh starting-point, on New Year's

Day. The Church calls upon her children to awake to
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newness of life, upon her Advent Sunday. As citizens of

an earthly kingdom, and as heirs of the Kingdom of

Heaven, these two calls appeal to us. And as Carthusians,

we are knit together by a third bond. Our " Founder's

Day " gives us an opportunity for endeavouring to realize

afresh in our lives the virtues which it has always been

the aim of Carthusian institutions to inculcate and to

promote.

It is indeed a pleasure, and a cause for thankfulness,

that we are enabled to find a bond which brings us together

for a few happy hours ; a bond which, ignoring the strifes

and conflicts of party and of class without, seems to offer,

as it were, a bright spot on which the eye may rest, amidst

the surrounding wilderness. But surely our celebration of

to-day should not end in mere sentiment \ however harmless,

or even edifying, such sentiment may be. Let us not leave

this house of God, without gathering at least one practical

lesson from the line of thought which we have been

pursuing.

It is always a true delight to me, to read that the

Carthusian monks were found to be " without reproach :

"

and that^ as you are aware, meant much, in those days.

They lived the highest form of life which it was possible to

live, in their age ; and they were the best which that form

of life produced. Still more is it a cause for thankfulness,

that our Founder should have been one, the course of whose

life found its natural development in this noble institution.
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He also was a pattern to the age of which he is a repre-

sentative.

And we, my brother-Carthusians, should seek to be

amongst the best whom our age produces. We shall be

judged by the standard of that which we have, not-^of that

which we have not. To the merchant of the days of

Queen Elizabeth, S. Bruno may have seemed but a

dark-hearted, narrow-minded ascetic ! The commercial

standard of the 19th century may take exception to the

practice of privateering, by which so much of the wealth of

Thomas Sutton was accumulated ! And it is more than

probable that the posterity of 100 years hence will regard

the prominent Carthusians of to-day, as men who walked in

the shadow of darkness, politically, morally, ecclesiastically.

But the most useful men are not always those who are in

advance of their times. To do the duty which lies imme-

diately before us, to the best of our ability; to fear God

and keep his Commandments, according to the light

vouchsafed to us; this will make the humblest talents to

shine in their generation. To consecrate with a single

purpose all that we have and all that we are to the

service of God,—this will make us worthy followers of

the good and great men who have been connected with

this place.

Thus, in whatever profession, in whatever business, the

Providence of God has placed us, we shall become a

sanctifying— a preserving influence in our generation ; we

shall help in our measure to lighten the strain to which
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society is being subjected : we shall be healers of its

wounds, turning estranged hearts to one another, acting

in the spirit and power of Elijah of old; preparing ourselves

and others to meet the Lord when He cometh, and thus

averting from our country the dreaded " curse."












